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Based on his career as a data analytics leader with a
Big Four firm and his understanding of quantum
physics, John Jay McKey had an epiphany in July
2014 that led to the writing of his book, LEVERAGE
THE FIELD FOR SUCCESS – Using Quantum Reality to
Succeed in the Corporate World. McKey now
speaks to corporations, conferences, and at
weekend programs on the structure of the
quantum field (“the Field”) and how the Field can
be engaged to accelerate success in the workplace.
McKey has also authored articles for
ChiefExecutive.com, StrategyDriven.com, and
Recruiter.com.

Keynote Topics
Leadership: Create a strategic vision based
on Field attributes to ensure and accelerate
success
Teamwork: Embed innovation and grow
high performers by leveraging Field-based
techniques
Diversity: Understand and harness the
power of diversity using Field-based
techniques
Management: Learn Field-centered
coaching techniques that will lead to lower
staff turnover, higher productivity, and
increased innovation
Innovation: Harness tools and mechanisms
of the Field to create a culture of sustained
innovation

The understanding that everything is connected at
a quantum level is profound. By knowing the Field
exists, we can rely on it, we can use it, and we can
accomplish so much more. And now I know how to
put it (the Field) into action to help me in the
future.
Priscilla F., Financial Planner
The talk was really powerful because – as a
business person – it took some concepts that I
intuitively understood and gave it a framework
that’s real [the Field]. And that helps my left brain:
instead of having a feel about a decision, I can shift
to knowing it’s the right decision.
Craig D., Senior VP, SDI
I particularly enjoyed the summary and the clarity
of the science. To see it presented in one package
in a very relatable way was very exciting. The
instantaneous communication aspect of the Field
was eye-opening and really raises awareness of my
thoughts and intentions.
Tom R., Healthcare Consultant, Educator

Book Review: McKey essentially describes how
to achieve one’s full potential using Field
concepts. Studies are generously sprinkled
through this immensely readable book. An
invigorating read for all and an indispensable
guide for business owners and managers. Highly
Recommended.
Grady H.____
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